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Abstract

Model Adequacy Checking!

Stephen(Steph) Curry is a player in the National
Basketball Association (NBA), and plays as a point
guard for the Golden State Warriors. The purpose of this
project is to predict, based on a number of factors
(independent variables) from the 2015-2016 season, the
amount of points Steph Curry will score in any given
game. The independent variables (regressors) chosen
that could have an effect on the number of points
scored are minutes played in a specific game, field goal
percentage, three point percentage, free throw
percentage, rebounds, assists, blocks, steals, fouls, and
turnovers. The data was obtained from the ESPN
website. The statistical software package, SPSS, was
used to analyze the data and obtain a good prediction

The Normality Plot for Residuals shows that the data
collected lies approximately along the straight line, and
the histogram depicted also shows that the residuals are
approximately normally distributed.!
The Predicted vs Residuals plot is also randomly
scattered which is ideal after the transformation of y into √𝑦
was performed.
The table below gives the F-statistic along with the pvalue that proves the model exists and is valid.!

model.

Model development
We want to predict the number of points scored in a
game by Steph Curry (dependent variable (y)) by using
several regressors (independent variables) such as
field goal percentage, minutes played in a game, three
point percentage, free throw percentage, rebounds,
assists, blocks, steals, fouls and turnovers.!
!
!
!

When plotting each regressor against the residuals; minutes, !
field goal percentage, and three point percentage all showed !
the same random scatter that is ideal.!

Final Model

!
However, free throw percentage did not show the ideal scatte
r and the observed values are all clustered around a few !
percentages and that is due to the variable having a few !
common values.!

Equation (1) : = -1.01 + 0.094x1 + 4.894x2 + 1.424x3 + 0.059x4!
!

!

Using the above equation developed from the significant
variables and their coefficients in the above table, we are able to
determine that the model will explain about 76.1% of the
variations in .!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Using the stepwise procedure in the statistical
software, SPSS, we are able to develop the best model
and SPSS gives the above output.!
!
By using the Box-Cox method to obtain the best
transformation of y, I was able to determine that the
was best.!

Conclusion
We were able to develop a model given by equation (1) that
can be used to predict the square root of points for a given
game relying on the factors of minutes, field goal
percentage, three point percentage, and free throw
percentage. In order to obtain the predicted number of
points, just square the predicted value given by the model.!

